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Here Come Those Tears Again
Jackson Browne

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE--------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the#
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research.#
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#

Date: Sat, 11 Apr 1998 00:56:18 -0700 (PDT)
From: "R. McPherson" <rjmcpher@ea.oac.uci.edu>
Subject: b/browne_jackson/here_come_those_tears_again.crd

Title: Here Come Those Tears Again
Artist: Jackson Browne
notes: Capo on the first fret to play with piano (begins in Bb).
       Chords are written as open and defined at the end.

[tab]A               A/G
Here come those tears again[/tab]
[tab]F#m7                    D
Just when I was getting over you[/tab]
[tab]A/E                   E7sus4
Just when I was gonna make it through[/tab]
[tab]        A/E             E7sus4
Another night - without missing you[/tab]
[tab]F#m                                     D
Thinking I might just be strong enough after all[/tab]
[tab]A/E                         E7sus4
When I hear those footsteps - echoing in the hall[/tab]
[tab]A                A/G
Baby here we stand again[/tab]
[tab]F#m7             D
Like we did so many times before[/tab]
[tab]A/E             E7sus4
Even though you looked so sure[/tab]
[tab]         A/E                  Db7
As I was watching you walking out my door[/tab]
[tab]F#m         E  F#m                      D     Bm   D
But you always walk back in like you did today[/tab]
[tab]A/E                       E7sus4
Acting like you never even - went away[/tab]

[tab]       A            A/G
Well I don t know - if I can[/tab]
[tab]F#m7        D
Open up and let you in, babe[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4
Here -  come those tears[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4                A    A/G  F#m7    D
Here -  come those tears again[/tab]



[tab]A              A/G         F#m7            D
I can hear you telling me - how you needed to be free[/tab]
[tab]A/E                  D/E   Fddim      F#m   G/A Bm7 A/Db
And you had some things to work out alone[/tab]
[tab]D                                      A/E          E7sus4
Now you re standing here telling me how -  you have grown[/tab]
[tab]A               A/G
Here come those tears[/tab]
[tab]F#m7                      D
Now you ll tell me how to hold them in[/tab]

[tab]A/E     E7sus4
Here -  come those tears[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4              F#m     E
Here -  come those tears again[/tab]

[tab]F#m
Some other time baby[/tab]
[tab]D                   Bm  D
When I m strong and I m feeling fine maybe[/tab]
[tab]A/E
When I can look at you without crying[/tab]
[tab]E7sus4
You might look like a friend of mine (but I)[/tab]

[tab]A            A/G
Don t know - if I can[/tab]
[tab]F#m7              D
Open up enough to let you in, babe[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4
Here -  come those tears[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4                A
Here -  come those tears again[/tab]

[tab]A/G     F#m7       D
 -   Walk away - - -[/tab]
[tab]          A/E                     E7sus4
I m going back inside and turning out the light[/tab]
[tab]            A/E                       E7sus4
And I ll be in the dark but you ll be out of sight  (but I)[/tab]
[tab]A            A/G
Don t know - if I can[/tab]
[tab]F#m7              D
Open up enough to let you in, babe[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4
Here -  come those tears[/tab]
[tab]A/E     E7sus4                A
Here -  come those tears again[/tab]

Chords:
A:x02220  A/E:002220 A/G:3x2220  A/Db:x42220 F#m:244222 F#m7:242222
D:xx0232  D/E:xx2232 Db7:x4342x  Bm:x24432 E7sus4:020200 E:022100
G/A:x05433 Fddim:123434 (use 1234xx)


